Want to learn how
to better leverage
your ideas?

Presentation Plus

Powerfully present yourself and your business

Workshop Content
Smart preparation:
What you do beforehand helps
you give the best presentation
performance.
Strategy for putting it together:
This is about organising your content in
the most memorable way – using the
heart as well as the head – to make
your story really powerful.
Making the room work:
The key to your influence is your actual
conduct. This is about improving how
you respond to the situation and
come across to others.
Performance tips – Showmanship:
When you make a magical impact
people are left with a real sense of
you. This is about building on strengths
and even enjoying the experience.
Getting on top of nervousness:
The key is how to harness your energy
to come across more confidently.
“What do I do with my hands?”
This is such a common question. But,
awareness of the little things makes
a big difference. So we’ll spend time
on what to do about your hands, your
feet – and more.
Talking like a leader:
This is about how to get your ideas
across with conviction and passion.
The performance of leadership – rising
to the occasion – conveys a powerful
sense of who you are.
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Individual Coaching:

Benefit:

People come to Presentation Plus to
change – to improve confidence and
capability. A proven way to support
new habits is follow-up individual
coaching. Peter is offering the
workshop PLUS four hours follow up
coaching – at much reduced cost –
to prepare for specific presentations,
important meetings and leadership
situations. The focus of the coaching is
up to you! Work in depth at your pace
on your leadership development.

Increased confidence and capability
to leverage ideas and influence.

The Power of You
YOU are the key to powerfully
presenting and representing your
organisation. Presentation Plus is
structured around four qualities
of being: Being Confident, Being
Memorable, Being Prepared and
Being a Leader.
You will be taught skills and given
practical feedback on how you come
across as a leader in public situations
and presentations – when stakes
are always high. Presentation Plus is
guaranteed to help you leverage ideas
better and transform people around
you for improved business outcomes.

Be confident.
Be memorable.
Be a leader.
What others say...
“The training is dynamic and
expects people to participate
with their hearts and minds.”
“The content was great, relevant
on so many levels, demonstrating
again and again how powerful it is
when people access that personal
level of engagement. Great.”
“A big strength is Peter’s
preparedness to go to hard
places with people.”
“Absolutely fantastic insights.
Very important for any aspiring
presenters!”

Leadership Development
Target audience:
Leaders at all levels who want to
communicate with more confidence
and get their ideas across.

For more information:
www.in-corporate.com.au

Opportunity:
Practise and improve public
leadership skills with follow-on
individualised coaching support.
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